COVID-19 Safety Plan
View Street Social 04-27-21
CLOSED BY PUBLIC ORDER (INDOOR DINING) UNTIL MAY 24, 2021
Hours of Service - M-F 11:30am - 11pm. Sa-Sun noon-11pm. Last Call 10pm.
To ensure the safety of our staff and customers, View Street Social is implementing the following
procedures following Work Safe recommendations.
Names and contact information will be collected for each table and maintained as a record of attendance for
the Provincial Health Office (PHO).
Level 1. (Elimination)
All staff have formally agreed (Disclosure Statement - Employee Protocol and Commitment to Safety) to not
come to the workplace if they are at risk of spreading COVID-19. All staff are required to sign a daily
declaration to confirm they are asymptomatic, prior to entering to work.
Maximum of six people at a table.
We have arranged our room to allow for 2m between tables and removed any fixtures that may cause
crowding. If chairs/tables are moved they must be placed at least 2m away from other seats.
No bar service. Guests should remain seated and order and pay from their tables.
We ask that customers please be diligent and respect social distancing. Our staff are empowered to ask anyone
who is displaying risky behavior to leave the establishment.
Level 2. (Engineering Controls)
We have installed MER 13 filters to our HVAC system.
We have installed a physical barrier to surround the bar (preparation and service area).
We have created an alternate exit beside the bar to prevent congestion.
We have installed a curtain as a barrier between tables and patrons who may be moving to the lottery/bank
machines or lounge hallway.
Level 3. (Rules and Guidelines)
Everyone (staff and guests) are required to wear a mask. Guests are allowed to remove their masks when
they are seated and consuming food or drink.
Hand sanitizer will be provided at the entrance to the establishment, washrooms facilities and at the bar so
that people can disinfect their hands.
Enhanced cleaning protocols have been established for 1) high contact surfaces 2) customer turn-around 3)
shared facilities 4) co-worker/workplace protection.
Our staff are authorized to ask a customer to leave the premises if they deem that person’s behavior to be a
risk to others.
We welcome feedback as to how we can improve our efforts to minimize risks.

